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Abstract

Key issues in the behavioral sciences are if there exist stable risk preferences that gen-

eralize across domains and if these are best measured by revealed risk preference (RRP)

in behavioral decision tasks or by surveys eliciting stated risk preference (SRP). We

applied network analysis to data from a representative Swedish sample to investigate

the relations between RRP, SRP, personality characteristics, and cognitive abilities,

using in total over 70 measurements. The results showed that different measures of

RRP were poorly intercorrelated and formed a community together with measures of

numerical and cognitive abilities. Measures of SRP were weakly correlated with mea-

sures of RRP and identified in a distinctly separate community, along with personality

characteristics and gender. The ensuing analyses provided support for a model

suggesting that RRPs are contaminated by demands on numerical and cognitive abili-

ties. RRPs may thus suffer from poor construct validity, whereas SRPs may better cap-

ture people's everyday risk preferences because they are related to more stable traits.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The notion of stable risk preferences lay at the core of normative and

descriptive theories of decision making under risk (e.g., von Neu-

mann & Morgenstern, 1944/2007; Tversky & Kahneman, 1992; Mis-

hra, Barclay, & Sparks, 2017). The impact of these theories in the

social sciences is not surprising, given the expectation that they can

be used both to predict people's behavior and to allow people to make

more informed decisions in different domains.

Typically, risk preferences are captured by either measuring

stated or revealed risk preferences (SRPs or RRPs). SRPs are often

captured using self-report measures (e.g., “How often do you use a

seatbelt when driving?” and “How willing are you to take risks”),

whereas RRPs are captured using behavioral measures such as evalu-

ating or making choices between monetary lotteries (e.g., “How much

are you willing to pay to participate in a lottery with a .8 probability of

$100 and a .2 probability of obtaining $0?” or “Would you prefer A:

receiving $50 for sure, or B: playing a lottery which yields nothing

with a .50 probability and $100 with a.50 probability”) and playing

card games (e.g., betting on whether the next drawn card would be of

a higher or lower rank than the present card).

In the past decade, the two approaches have been developed in

parallel with the number of possible measures assessing risk prefer-

ences through SRPs and RRPs steadily growing, often with the

(at least) implicit assumption that they connect to the same underlying

construct of a stable risk preference. Prominent examples of the SRP

approach include the Domain-Specific Risk-taking (Weber, Blais, &

Betz, 2002) and the Risk Propensity Scale (Nicholson, Fenton-

O'Creevy, Soane, & Willman, 2002; Nicholson, Soane, Fenton-

O'Creevy, & Willman, 2005). Although the evaluation of or choice

between monetary lotteries has been the most used RRP elicitation
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tasks, other prominent approaches have used other tasks, such as card

games (the Iowa Gambling Task: Bechara, Damasio, Damasio, &

Anderson, 1994), choosing between boxes that hide possible rewards

(the Cups Task: Levin, Weller, Pederson, & Harshman, 2007) and

choosing whether or not to further inflate a balloon (the Balloon Ana-

logue Risk Task: Lejuez et al., 2002).

However, recent years have seen an intense effort to uncover the

convergent validity and temporal stability of SRPs and RRPs and also

map how they relate to other psychological constructs, such as cognitive

ability1 and personality (e.g., Big-5 and impulsiveness). In the remainder

of Section 1, we briefly review the current state of affairs and argue that

there is a need for (a) conceptual replications of findings and (b) studies

that map how risk preference, as measured by SRPs and RRPs, relates

to many different types of measures of the personality construct

and measures of cognitive abilities. Thereafter, we present exploratory

analyses of a dataset with over 200 participants representative of the

Swedish population that includes a large number of dependent variables

(DVs)2: 13 DVs measuring RRPs and SRPs and 60 DVs measuring cogni-

tive abilities, personality characteristics, and demographics. The nature

of the dataset makes it well-suited to test a number of questions regard-

ing the nature of risk preferences (further detailed in Section 1.2, “Aims,

scope, and overview of the present article”) while avoiding sampling bias

of our stimuli by taking an exploratory approach.

1.1 | SRPs and RRPs: Relation to each other and to
other psychological constructs

Although some studies have reported that SRPs and RRPs are related

(e.g., Dohmen et al., 2011; Mishra & Lamuiere, 2011; Agren, Millroth,

Andersson, Ridzén, & Björkstrand, 2019) and that single-item mea-

sures from both methods can be combined to form a unified risk pref-

erence (Falk et al., 2018), others have found that SRPs and RRPs are

not related or only weakly so (Frey, Pedroni, Mata, Rieskamp, &

Hertwig, 2017; Lönnqvist, Verkasalo, Walkowitz, & Wichardt, 2015).

Important differences between SRPs and RRPs have been docu-

mented, and both types of measures have been linked to other psy-

chological constructs. First, SRPs seem to show both higher test–

retest stability and convergent validity relative to RRPs (Frey et al.,

2017; Mata, Frey, Richter, Schupp, & Hertwig, 2018; Pedroni et al.,

2017). Second, there exists strong evidence for a relation between

SRPs and personality measures (e.g., Big-5 traits; Frey et al., 2017;

Mata et al., 2018; Nicholson et al., 2005), and although some studies

have documented a relation between RRPs and personality measures

such as impulsiveness (Demaree, DeDonno, Burns, & Everhart, 2008;

Demaree, DeDonno, Burns, Feldman, & Everhart, 2009; Rosenbaum &

Hartley, 2018), others have failed to identify such a link (Frey et al.,

2017) or only found low degrees of association (Becker, Deckers,

Dohmen, Falk, & Kosse, 2012).

Third, although age is seemingly related to both SRPs and RRPs

(with reduced risk-taking with increasing age), the correlations

between measures are small and age differences in behavioral para-

digms seem to emerge as a function of specific task characteristics,

such as learning and computational demands (Mamerow, Frey, &

Mata, 2016; Mata, Josef, Samanez-Larkin, & Hertwig, 2011). Age is

also related to cognitive abilities (following an inverse U-shape, see,

e.g., Li et al., 2015) and impulsiveness (increasing in adolescence but

then declining with age: Rosenbaum & Hartley, 2018). Moreover,

impulsiveness is seemingly directly related to executive functions

(cognitive processes involved in the control of thought and action, see

Leshem & Glicksohn, 2007), hence further complicating the possible

causal pathways between age, impulsiveness, and risk attitudes.

Fourth, gender differences have been most pronounced for SRPs

(for a review, see Lilleholt, 2019). Fifth, and finally, SRPs and RRPs

seemingly differ on how they relate to cognitive abilities: When RRPs

are used, there is strong evidence that cognitive ability relate nega-

tively to risk aversion (i.e., people with higher levels of cognitive ability

tend to be less risk averse: see Lilleholt, 2019 for a comprehensive

meta-analysis), and one cognitive ability that seem to be especially

predictive is numeracy (i.e., the ability to reason and to apply numeri-

cal concepts—see, e.g., Cokely et al., 2018). In contrast, the relation

between cognitive abilities and SRPs remains dubious. On the one

hand, Frey et al. (2017) did not find any relation between measures of

cognitive ability (more specifically, working memory and numeracy)

and five different SRP scales. On the other hand, cognitive abilities—

when measured as general intelligence—have been found to correlate

with SRPs when single-item measures have been used

(i.e., responding on a Likert scale to a general question about one's

willingness to take risks: Dohmen et al., 2010; Beauchamp, Cesarini, &

Johannesson, 2017; Dohmen, Falk, Huffman, & Sunde, 2018).

In summary, previous research has documented different relations

between RRP and SRP measures of risk attitude, on the one hand, and

measures of personality and cognitive and numerical ability, on the

other hand, suggesting a difference between the two sorts of mea-

sures of risk attitude. However, previous studies have not entered a

comprehensive set of measures of all four types of measures (RRP,

SRP, personality, and cognitive and numerical abilities) into a common

exploratory analysis to investigate how these variables spontaneously

organize into common clusters. As proposed below, this approach

offers complementary benefits.

1.2 | Aims, scope, and overview of the present
article

Although studying constructs in isolation is not problematic per se, it

can lead to a lack of cumulative knowledge in a given field

1Henceforth defined as “individual differences in the capacity to successfully performs tasks

that require the manipulation, retrieval, evaluation, or processing of mental information,” see

Lilleholt (2019).
2It is easy to confuse terms such as measures, variables, items, and submeasures. When we

discuss measures, we mean a certain test or scale. For example, Big-5 is considered a

personality measure and Raven's matrices, a measure of general cognitive ability. A measure

may be organized into submeasures, as when Big-5 is organized into submeasures of

conscientiousness, openness, extraversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism. Any measure, as

well as submeasure, consist of a number of items: a specific stimuli presented to the

responder and for which a response is noted. Responses to items are used to define

measures, typically by aggregating the responses. A measure becomes a dependent or

independent variable when it enters into an analysis where it is assumed that the measures

have the logical status of independent or dependent variables.
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(e.g., Eisenberg et al., 2019). Integrative explorative approaches that

simultaneously test for relations between risk measures, personality

characteristics, and cognitive abilities are unfortunately scarce; typi-

cally either personality characteristics or cognitive abilities are stud-

ied in relation to either SRPs or RRPs, and in the more integrative

attempts that aim to cover both RRPs and SRPs (e.g., Chapman,

Dean, Ortoleva, Snowberg, & Camerer, 2018; Falk et al., 2018; Frey

et al., 2017; Mamerow et al., 2016), only a few measures for person-

ality and cognitive abilities are used. This study complements the lit-

erature by incorporating DVs from four types of measures (SRP,

RRP, personality, and cognitive abilities) into a single explorative net-

work analysis.

Although overlap with past work is desirable in order for the field

to eventually arrive at reliable estimates of convergent validity of

measures and constructs, the introduction of additional measures

(e.g., numerical cognition, metacognitive ability, and subjective well-

being) can ensure a comprehensive spread of relevant psychological

aspects. It can also provide information on possible mediators and

moderators; in order to rule out back-door pathways of causality, it is

often necessary to provide measurements of all relevant concepts

(Pearl, 2000). Although it is not the aim of this study to provide an

overarching causal account of how risk preferences are formed, future

studies in that direction should benefit from analysis of a dataset such

as the one we present here. Moreover, fitting all measures into one

study also allows for a direct test of whether some constructs are

more related to each other compared with other constructs. For

example, it may be that both SRPs and RRPs relate to cognitive ability,

but RRPs much more so. Alternatively, it may be that even though

SRPs and RRPs are related, they actually show stronger relation to

other constructs than to each other.

We employed network analysis in the initial exploratory analy-

sis because in contrast to other techniques, such as factor analysis,

network analysis makes no commitment to causal assumptions.3 As

has been argued elsewhere (Behrens, 1997; Judd & Kenny, 2010;

Kelder, Conklin, Evelo, & Pico, 2010; Tukey, 1980), any research

field need, from time to time, to complement the confirmatory

approach with an exploratory approach. Importantly, an exploratory

approach can help us avoid sampling bias (Fiedler, 2011; Koch,

Imhoff, Dotsch, Unkelbach, & Alves, 2016), meaning that in order

to evaluate the support for a given hypothesis, we need to evalu-

ate it in comparison with competing hypotheses that are simulta-

neously tested.

Specifically, we present exploratory network analysis of a dataset,

with over 200 participants representative of the Swedish population

that includes a large number of DVs: 13 DVs measuring RRPs and

SRPs and 60 DVs measuring cognitive abilities, personality character-

istics, and demographics. Representative population samples, in con-

trast to college student samples that are typically used in

psychological research, offer the beneficial property of increased vari-

ance in regard to not only age but often also performance on the

measures included. In the first step of the analysis, the network analy-

sis, we enter DVs for all submeasures separately allowing them to

organize freely and spontaneously into natural communities (clusters)

of related variables. For example, we use six DVs of the Risk Propen-

sity Scale instead of aggregating scores from the six DVs into a DV

measuring overall risk propensity. It was a deliberate choice not to

collapse DVs from submeasures to an aggregate DV (e.g., collapsing

the six measures of risk propensity), in order to not constrain the pos-

sible relations a priori (e.g., relations between the submeasures of the

SRP and other variables cannot be detected if they were only ana-

lyzed with collapsed scores).

Foreshadowing the results, the network analysis suggested that

the RRP measures formed a community with the cognitive abilities

that was distinctly separate from the SRP measures, which were

related to personality trait measures. This fits badly with the default

assumption in the field that both kinds of measures should tap into a

common underlying trait-like preference for risk (e.g., Dohmen et al.,

2011; Stigler & Becker, 1977). Based on this exploratory analysis and

the growing literature on the relations between numeracy and perfor-

mance in decision tasks (for a review, see Cokely et al., 2018), we for-

mulated a contamination hypothesis: RRP measures that draw on

monetary lotteries are contaminated by their demands on numerical

and cognitive abilities, making them disclose poor convergent validity

and limiting their validity as predictors of people's real-life risk

preferences.

In the subsequent analyses, we turned to more confirmatory

analyses, where we quantified the extent to which the data provided

evidence for this contamination hypothesis in comparison with two

plausible alternative hypotheses. At this stage, the DVs are created

by aggregating over submeasures because the network analysis

showed that such an approach would not be problematic (e.g., social

risk-taking and financial risk-taking did not relate to different types

of measures). The risk-trait hypothesis claims that although the mea-

sures of RRP and SRP may be related also to specific cognitive abili-

ties and personality characteristics, they should both tap into a

common stable underlying construct for risk preference

(e.g., Dohmen et al., 2011; Stigler & Becker, 1977). Another possibil-

ity is that the intercorrelations are driven by common methods,

where some DVs are based on self-reports and other DVs are based

on behavioral observations. The common method hypothesis thus

evaluates an alternative artefactual explanation emphasizing method

bias (for a review on common method bias, see Podsakoff, MacKen-

zie, Lee, & Podsakoff, 2003), assuming one underlying factor com-

mon to all self-report DVs and one factor common to all of the

behavioral DVs.

2 | METHOD

2.1 | Participants

A random sample of 2,000 inhabitants of Uppsala, with the criteria of

obtaining an equal gender distribution, participants being between

3An additional benefit for our purposes is that it is less sensitive to the ratio of observations

per DV—see Section 2 for a discussion.
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20 and 60 years, and living a maximum of 20 km from the town cen-

ter, was ordered from Statistics Sweden (a government agency), with

the goal of obtaining a sample representable of the general population

of Sweden. Because Uppsala is a university town, student-dominated

areas were excluded. The individuals were contacted by post. Three

hundred and thirty-two responded to the letters. Out of these,

213 participated in the study sessions (age: M = 39, SD = 12). High

attrition rates can be problematic if its self-selection leads to the sam-

ple no longer being representable of the intended population

(e.g., Zhou & Fishbach, 2016). Sixty-two percent were women and

38% were men. Self-selection resulted in an overrepresentation of

women (in Section 4, we argue that this did not affect the results).

The attrition rate did not seem to affect other aspects of the sample,

it being otherwise representative of the Swedish population (popula-

tion statistics from 2012 are valid for individuals between 16 and

65 years and were obtained from Statistics Sweden: Thirty-four per-

cent, 40%, and 21% reported elementary school, high school, and uni-

versity, respectively, as highest level of education (corresponding

percentages in the total Swedish population are 35.3%, 41.3%, and

23.4%, respectively, for elementary school, high school, and univer-

sity). Eighty-six percent were born in Sweden (corresponding percent-

ages in the total Swedish population is 81%). The median monthly

income was 25,000 SEK (corresponding number in the total Swedish

population is 25,400 SEK). For compensation, participants could

choose between a gift certificate with a value of 1,000 SEK or donat-

ing the same amount to an optional charity.

2.2 | Measures and DVs

Thirteen DVs were collected in order to measure RRPs and SRPs (see

Table 1); 56 DVs were collected in order to measure cognitive abilities

and personality characteristics (Table 2); and four DVs were collected

in order to measure demographics (highest level of education, gender,

monthly income, and age). None of the behavioral tasks were

incentivized.

Frey et al. (2017) used an impressive set of almost 40 DVs of risk

attitude. Because our data collection also aimed at researching other

topics (a subset of the data has been used for other publications on

the approximate number system and numeracy: Winman, Juslin, Lin-

dskog, Nilsson, & Kerimi, 2014; Lindskog, Kerimi, Winman, & Juslin,

2015), we focused on key measures in the literature that have been

used to make inferences about peoples' risk preferences (e.g., they are

all included in influential reviews on the topic, see Glimcher & Fehr,

2014; Camerer, Loewenstein, & Rabin, 2011; Keren & Wu, 2015). We

do not claim to have an exhaustive list of DVs that cover all possible

measures of cognitive abilities and personality characteristics. How-

ever, our dataset included measures covering many of the most fre-

quently used measures in the literature.

2.3 | Statistical analyses

2.3.1 | Network analysis

Network analysis was used in the initial exploratory analysis for two

reasons: First, network analysis does not make the assumption of cau-

sality that the observed factors are due to an underlying latent vari-

able, it simply groups variables together on the basis of common

relations. The latent variable approach, as characterized by factor

analysis, has been shown to be problematic in research on personality

and psychopathology because it assumes causality where there is

none (Epskamp, Rhemtulla, & Borsboom, 2017).4 Second, network

TABLE 1 Measures of risk preferences, detailing the type of test (behavioral or self-report), name of the test, aim of the test, and how the
measure is abbreviated in the figures

Type of test Test name Aimed to measure Abbreviation

Behavioral Cups Task Proportion of risky choices RRP 1

Behavioral Discounting Intertemporal risk attitude RRP 2

Behavioral Iowa Gambling Task Adaptive risk-taking RRP 3

Behavioral Loss Aversion Task Attitudes for negative risky prospects RRP 4

Behavioral WTP Task Attitude to risky prospects RRP 5

Behavioral Wakker Test Utility function for risky prospect RRP 6

Behavioral Wakker Test Probability function for risky prospects RRP 7

Self-report Risk Propensity Scale Recreational risk SRP 1

Self-report Risk Propensity Scale Health risk SRP 2

Self-report Risk Propensity Scale Career risk SRP 3

Self-report Risk Propensity Scale Financial risk SRP 4

Self-report Risk Propensity Scale Safety risk SRP 5

Self-report Risk Propensity Scale Social risk SRP 6

Abbreviations: RRP, revealed risk preference; SRP. stated risk preference.

4It has also been empirically shown that network analysis outperforms exploratory and

confirmatory algebraic analysis tools for producing plausible modularity at item level for the

five-factor model of personality traits and can also better identify the key roles of individual

items and clusters (Goekoop, Goekoop, & Scholte, 2012), but see Bringmann and Eronen

(2018) for a discussion.
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TABLE 2 Measures of cognitive abilities and personality, detailing the type of test (behavioral or self-report), name of the test, aim of the test,
and how the measure is abbreviated in the figures

Type of test Test name Aimed to measure Abbreviation

Behavioral ANS Test Acuity of mental number line ANS

Behavioral ANT Objective numeracy ANT

Behavioral Base Rate Test Probabilistic reasoning BRT

Behavioral Inspection Time Test Mental and perceptual speed IIT

Behavioral Lipkus Numeracy NL

Behavioral LTM Test Recognition memory LTM 1

Behavioral LTM Test Recall memory LTM 2

Behavioral Mouselab Information search IS

Behavioral Raven's Matrices IQ IQ

Behavioral Syllogism Test Reasoning confidence ST

Behavioral WM Test Working memory capacity WMT

Behavioral Expected Value Task Knowledge about EV EVT

Behavioral Transitivity Test Transitive ability TT

Behavioral Wechsler Memory Scale Verbal memory WMS

Behavioral Conjunction Fallacy Test Probabilistic estimation CF 1

Behavioral Conjunction Fallacy Test Probabilistic decision CF 2

Behavioral Metacognitive Ability (over/under) Over/under confidence MT 1

Behavioral Metacognitive Ability Confidence discrimination MT 2

Behavioral Metacognitive Ability Confidence linearity MT 3

Behavioral Metacognitive Ability Over/under estimation MT 4

Behavioral Metacognitive Ability Assessed numerical performance MT 5

Behavioral Metacognitive Ability Assessed non-numerical performance MT 6

Self-report SNS Subjective numeracy SNS

Self-report Life Orientation Test Pessimistic and optimistic attitudes LOT

Self-report Self-Esteem Test Self-esteem SE

Self-report SWB Test Subjective well-being SWB

Self-report SC Test Social network SN

Self-report PS Test Perceived stress PS

Self-report Big-5 Test Conscientiousness BIG 1

Self-report Big-5 Test Stability BIG 2

Self-report Big-5 Test Agreeableness BIG 3

Self-report Big-5 Test Openness BIG 4

Self-report Big-5 Test Extraversion BIG 5

Self-report Rational Experiential Inventory Experiential ability REI 1

Self-report Rational Experiential Inventory Rational favorability REI 2

Self-report Rational Experiential Inventory Rational ability REI 3

Self-report Rational Experiential Inventory Experiential favorability REI 4

Self-report Baratt Impulsiveness Scale Second-order attention BIS 1

Self-report Baratt Impulsiveness Scale Second-order motor BIS 2

Self-report Baratt Impulsiveness Scale Second-order planning BIS 3

Self-report Baratt Impulsiveness Scale First-order attention BIS 4

Self-report Baratt Impulsiveness Scale First-order motor BIS 5

Self-report Baratt Impulsiveness Scale First-order self-control BIS 6

Self-report Baratt Impulsiveness Scale First-order cognitive complexity BIS 7

Self-report Baratt Impulsiveness Scale First-order perseverance BIS 8

(Continues)
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analyses have been found to be less sensitive to sample size com-

pared with factor analysis (Golino & Epskamp, 2017).

Network analysis characterizes networks in terms of nodes (peo-

ple, organizations, etc.) and the edges (relationships or interactions)

that connect them. It also allows for the detection of communities: A

network is said to have a community structure if the nodes of the net-

work can be easily grouped into (potentially overlapping) sets of

nodes such that each set of nodes is densely connected internally.

The more general definition is based on the principle of modularity

that pairs of nodes are more likely to be connected if they are both

members of the same community (ies) and less likely to be connected

if they do not share communities. Calculating the modularity of the

community structure is used to assert that the identified structure is

not due to chance. Modularity reflects the concentration of edges

within modules compared with a random distribution of links between

all nodes regardless of modules, and it measure Q ranges between

−.50 and 1.0. Values over .30 are considered good (Newman, 2006).

Subsequent work has confirmed that Q-values over.20 can be consid-

ered to be statistically robust (e.g., Poisot, 2013).

A Bayesian analysis was first performed to identify a reliable cor-

relation matrix for the network analysis. All Bayesian correlation ana-

lyses were conducted with default settings in the statistical software

JASP v.0.8.4.0 (JASP Team, 2018). Kendall's tau coefficient was used

for all correlations. Consistency has been found to be higher among

rank-based measures for risk preferences (Pedroni et al., 2017), and

given that the nature of possible relations are a priori unknown here,

Kendall's tau coefficient offers many advantages over Pearson's

r coefficient (see van Doorn, Ly, Marsman, & Wagenmakers, 2018).

Correlations with a Bayes factor over 10 (considered strong evi-

dence) were included in the matrix. Network analysis was conducted

using Gephi 0.9.2 (Bastian, Heymann, & Jacomy, 2009). The Gephi

data file containing all network information is available as Supporting

Information online. The correlation matrix (available as Supporting

Information) was used as input for the optimization algorithm used for

community detection (Blondel, Guillaume, Lambiotte, & Lefebvre,

2008) and for the algorithm used to create the spatial output (Jacomy,

Heymann, & Bastian, 2014).

We acknowledge that the reliance on correlations supported with

a BF > 10 increases the rate of Type 2 error, but we are at present

more concerned with avoiding Type 1 errors. The weakest detected

correlation with a BF > 10 was.141, suggesting Type 2 errors could be

a factor for weaker correlations. However, complementary robustness

analyses where we tested if either a lower threshold (BF > 3) or a dif-

ferent correlation statistic (Pearson's r) affected the community struc-

ture derived from the network analysis showed (see Appendix A)

showed that the results presented in the main part of this article were

robust to those changes.

2.3.2 | Structural equation modeling

To quantify the evidence in favor of the conclusions suggested by

network analysis, we compared a number of models using confirma-

tory factor analysis (CFA). The CFA was implemented in the R-

package “lavaan.” The standardized data, z-scores, were used as input.

There were a total of 40 missing data patterns.5 The Little missing

completely at random test showed that data could be considered

missing completely at random (Little, 1988). In lavaan, maximum likeli-

hood estimation was used for the missing data patterns, and robust

maximum likelihood estimation was used for parameter estimation.

Importantly, it has been shown that the maximum likelihood estima-

tion approach renders reliable parameter estimates over a wide range

of conditions, offering an advantage over weighted least squares with

sample sizes over 200 (Li, 2016). At the point of the CFA analyses, the

numbers of DVs had been reduced to 37 (see Section 3 for details),

resulting in an observations-per-DV ratio of 5.76. The number of vari-

ables within each proposed factor ranged between 7 and 19.

3 | RESULTS

Section 3 is provided in three sections. First, descriptive statistics for

the effect sizes are presented in order to offer a general overview of

the data. Second, the results from the network analysis are presented.

Third, the results from ensuing confirmatory factor analysis are

presented.

3.1 | Descriptive statistics for effect sizes

Table 3 provides measures of central tendency and variability for the

correlations between the four types of measures of main concern in

this study (i.e., ability, personality, RRP, and SRP), where Kendall's tau

has been converted to Pearson's r for illustrative purposes (see

Walker, 2003). As in similar large-scale data collections (Frey et al.,

2017; Griffin, Guilette, & Healy, 2015; Pedroni et al., 2017), the mag-

nitude of the correlations observed between the DVs included is very

modest. For example, the median correlation between measures of

SRP and RRP is.085.

The weak correlations may be caused not only by the absence of

real relations but also by the possibility that the measures collected by

TABLE 2 (Continued)

Type of test Test name Aimed to measure Abbreviation

Self-report Baratt Impulsiveness Scale First-order cognitive instability BIS 9

Self-report Cognitive Failure Questionnaire Perceived cognitive ability CFQ

5A dataset with variables Y1, Y2, …, Yp (in that order) is said to have a missing pattern when

the event that a Yj variable is missing for a particular individual implies that all subsequent

variables Yk, k > j, are missing for that individual, or when a variable is observed for a

particular individual, it is assumed that all previous variables Yk, k > j, are also observed for

that individual.
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psychologists sometimes include more noise than signal (Sripada,

Kessler, & Jonides, 2016). Table 4 reports the proportion of correla-

tions between DVs from the four types of measures that are pairwise

compared in Table 3 for which there exists reliable empirical evidence

for a correlation, as compared with the null hypothesis of no correla-

tion (i.e., correlations with BFs over 10). It is clear from Table 4 that

there are only for three pairwise comparisons that there exists a non-

trivial proportion of statistically reliable correlations (8% of empirically

supported correlations between personality and ability, 10% of empir-

ically supported correlations between SRP and personality, and 11%

of empirically supported correlations between RRP and ability). For

the other comparisons, there is empirical support for less than 2% of

the intercorrelations.

The rest of Section 3, which presents the results from the explor-

atory network analysis and the structural equation modeling, is

devoted to testing if the hypotheses outlined in Section 1 can be dis-

tinguished when we consider those correlations for which there is

empirical support (see Appendix A for robustness analyses showing

that the community structure derived from the network analysis is the

same also when allowing for a lower threshold (BF < 3) and different a

correlation coefficient (Pearson's r).

3.2 | Network analysis

As illustrated in Figure 1, three communities were detected (modular-

ity of Q = .404): (a) personality measures capturing impulsiveness and

individual well-being, (b) SRPs together with a group of personality

measures, and (c) cognitive abilities together with RRPs.6,7 That the

RRPs were all detected in the community where the measures of cog-

nitive abilities were also included signals that RRPs are not only

related to cognitive abilities but much more so than to SRPs or to per-

sonality characteristics.

The results of the network analysis in Figure 1 are not very sug-

gestive of the risk-trait hypothesis (because no community capturing

risk preference is shared by the RRP and SRP) and do not accord with

the common method hypothesis (because not all self-reports are situ-

ated in one community with all behavioral measures situated in

another community). That RRP is part of a community shared by cog-

nitive abilities distinct from the community with SRP, personality

characteristics, and gender is, however, consistent with a contamina-

tion hypothesis suggesting that RRP primarily taxes cognitive abilities

rather than risk preference. The detected correlations between the

RRPs and cognitive abilities suggest that the lack of correlation

between RRPs and SRPs is not the mere result of a low reliability of

the RRPs.

The submeasures with generally considered good psychometric

properties (REI, BIS, and RPS) cluster together, as is also true for sub-

measures of “in-the-lab” measures (LTM and CF).

We thus conclude that network analysis provides support for the

validity of the traditional psychometric measures included and that

the pattern of relations provide tentative support for the contamina-

tion hypothesis, rather than for the risk-trait and common-method

hypotheses. In the following, we aim at validating these impressions

with confirmatory analyses.

3.3 | Confirmatory factor analysis

Three CFA models were evaluated. The risk-trait model assumed four

factors, one underlying factor common to RRPs and the SRPs that

capture risk preference and the three other factors suggested by

TABLE 3 Descriptive statistics for summarized effect sizes (Pearson's r—transformed from Kendall's tau) based on all the initial measures and
independent of evidence strength

Relationship M MD SD Tenth percentile Ninetieth percentile Min Max

Personality–Ability .079 .064 .069 .011 .174 .000 .407

RRP–Personality .076 .063 .059 .013 .166 .000 .322

SRP–Ability .067 .052 .054 .008 .139 .000 .291

SRP–Personality .116 .093 .091 .019 .238 .002 .413

RRP–Ability .104 .070 .093 .016 .262 .002 .385

SRP–RRP .099 .085 .063 .017 .180 .003 .246

Abbreviations: RRP, revealed risk preference; SRP, stated risk preference.

TABLE 4 Summary of number of realized connections over the
number of possible connections (proportions in parentheses) across
domains

Connected domains

Possible connections and proportions

with BF over 10

Personality–Ability 459 (.081)

RRP–Personality 189 (.005)

SRP–Ability 102 (.019)

SRP–Personality 162 (.105)

RRP–Ability 119 (.109)

SRP–RRP 42 (.000)

Abbreviations: RRP, revealed risk preference; SRP, stated risk preference.

6The network density was .192, meaning that of all possible connections, 19.2 per cent were

realized. As network density is only interpretable in relation to comparable network, this

figure is not meaningful here, but it may be of useful comparison for future studies on the

topic.
7The metacognitive tests (MT 1 and MT 7) were not related to any other variables than

themselves and were thus dropped from the network.
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Figure 1 (i.e., for impulsiveness and well-being, for personality mea-

sures, and for cognitive abilities). The contamination model assumed

three factors, one where RRP was aligned with the cognitive abilities,

one where SRP was aligned with the personality measures, and one

remaining factor for impulsiveness and well-being. The common-

method model assumed two factors, one underlying factor common

to all of self-report measures and one factor common to all behavioral

measures.

Aggregating submeasures resulted in 40 DVs used for the CFA

analyses (number of observations-to-variable ratio = 5.68), see

Table B1 in Appendix B. See Section 2 for the specifics of the

implementation.

The results of the CFA (see Table 5) show that the two fit indi-

ces, the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA, derived

from the examining discrepancy between the hypothesized model,

with optimally chosen parameter estimates, and the population

covariance matrix) and comparative fit index (CFI, derived from

examining the discrepancy between the data and the hypothesized

model while adjusting for the issues of sample size inherent in the

chi-squared test of model fit), are not in agreement: The RMSEA for

both the contamination model and the risk-trait model are on, or

below, the typical cutoff values for what is considered adequate fit

(.07 to .08, see Hooper, Coughlan, & Mullen, 2008), but the CFI is

well below what is typically considered adequate fit (.90 to.95, see

Hooper et al., 2008).

That the CFI is low is not very surprising, because the median

correlations in the present dataset are low (Table 3), that the

models involve a large number of parameters, and that previous

efforts to capture the “risk preferences puzzle” through factor anal-

ysis have left similarly large proportions of the variance

unexplained (e.g., Frey et al., 2017). Relative fit measures can be

expected to be low for other reasons as well: They are more suit-

able for exploratory analyses (Rigdon, 1996), and they are heavily

dependent on sample size and model complexity (Brown & Cudeck,

1992; Schermelleh-Engel, Moosbrugger, & Müller, 2003). It is out

of the scope here to fully discuss situations when the CFI and

RMSEA are in disagreement and why the RMSEA may be a more

appropriate measure for our purposes (for that purpose, the reader

is referred to Lai & Green, 2016), but in short, it can be argued

that the RMSEA is better apt at handling the complexity of the

present models.

Although acknowledging that an RMSEA of.07 is not a really good

fit of data, we nevertheless argue it is sufficiently low to make model

comparisons fruitful, and we thus turn to determining which of the

models are most probable. The contamination model produced a

lower Bayesian information criterion than the risk-trait model: a dif-

ference of 13. According to Raftery (1995), a Bayesian information

criterion difference of 10 is equivalent of a Bayes factor of 150. Thus,

the contamination model is best supported by the data among the

models tested here.

F IGURE 1 Visualization of
the relational network where
lines constitute links that are
constituted by correlations (Tau
correlations with BF > 10) and
nodes (dependent variables
[DVs]) are constituted by dots.
Size of lines increases dependent
on the strength of the correlation.

Node size is dependent on how
many links are connected to the
node: Increased number of
connections results in an
increased node size. Colors mark
the three detected communities
(Pink = DVs from measures of
revealed risk preference and
cognitive ability; Green =
dominantly DVs from measures
of stated risk preference and
personality; Orange = dominantly
DVs from measures of impulsivity
and well-being). A complete list of
abbreviations is provided in
Tables 1 and 2. DVs not evident
in the figure did not correlate
with other DVs (e.g., “RRP 1”,
“RRP 6”, and “RRP 7”) [Colour
figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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4 | DISCUSSION

In this study, we investigated people's risk preferences using

exploratory network analysis. This allowed us to explore how the

submeasures of a number of traditional psychometric measures

spontaneously organize themselves and how measures of cognitive

abilities and personality spontaneously align themselves with differ-

ent measures of people's risk preferences. In the following, we

(a) briefly summarize the results, (b) relate our findings to

previous research, (c) discuss limitations of this study and the field

in general, and (d) state the conclusions with its possible

implications.

4.1 | Summary of results

The results of the network analysis showed that SRPs were related to

personality measures. The results from network analysis also showed

that there was overwhelmingly low convergent validity for RRPs; the

measures of the behavioral risk preferences were all unrelated. The

results also showed relations between cognitive abilities and RRPs

and that this link was stronger than both the link between RRPs and

SRPs and the link between RRPs and personality characteristics. We

used the data to differentiate between three competing hypotheses:

(a) the contamination hypothesis, holding that RRPs that draw on

monetary lotteries are contaminated by their demands on numerical

and cognitive abilities, (b) the risk-trait hypothesis, holding that RRPs

and SRPs should both tap into a common underlying construct for risk

preference, and (c) the common method hypothesis, holding that any

observed differences between SRPs and RRPs stem from the fact that

different types of measures are used (self-report measures

vs. behavioral measures). The results of the network analysis and the

CFA, along with the descriptive statistics, supported the contamina-

tion hypothesis.

4.2 | How the results align with and complement
previous research

Many of our results align with previously robust findings: (a) that RRPs

are related to measures of cognitive ability (Lilleholt, 2019), (b) that

SRPs are closely related to measures of personality (e.g., Frey et al.,

2017; Nicholson et al., 2005), (c) and that gender is related foremost

to SRPs (for a review, see Lilleholt, 2019). The results also replicate

findings that have been recently observed but given the replication

crisis have yet to be affirmed as robust: (a) that SRPs and RRPs are at

best weakly related (Frey et al., 2017) and (b) that there is low conver-

gent validity for RRPs (Pedroni et al., 2017). By including a compre-

hensive set of all four types of measures, we also complement

previous research by showing that RRPs are not only related to cogni-

tive abilities, it is more so than to any other included construct (both

in regard to number of connections and the strength of these

connections).

The results also shed some light on issues that have been

debated. First, the results provide additional evidence that SRPs are at

best weakly related to cognitive abilities, as previously shown by Frey

et al. (2017) but in contrast to the results of Dohmen et al (2010). It

has also been debated whether impulsiveness and age has a direct

effect on risk preferences, or whether their influence is indirect,

through cognitive abilities (see, e.g., Mata et al., 2011; Rosenbaum &

Hartley, 2018). On basis of the location in the network, our results

support the notion that the influence of impulsiveness and age is indi-

rect, hence supporting a view that specific task characteristics, such

as learning and computational demands, will interact with these vari-

ables to produce an effect on the behaviorally elicited risk preference.

4.3 | Limitations of this study and issues for future
research

One limitation of this study is statistical power. Even though the data

provide sufficient power to derive a stable mapping of communities

using network analysis, our sample size is just short of what is typi-

cally required for performing CFA with reliable results. Accordingly,

the results of the CFA are best interpreted in the light of the results

from the network analysis.

A concern is of course if the results are stable across key demo-

graphic variables, gender and age, that have connections with risk

preferences. In the current study, we did not have the statistical

power to test separate models based on gender and age. However, to

get an indication of the possible influence of these variables, we ran

multigroup CFA with gender (male/female) and age (young adults

<35 years; old adults >35 years) as group. In these analyses, model

parameters were constrained to be the same for both groups. For

both gender and age as group, these analyses indicated slightly poorer

model fit. However, the relative fit of the contamination and risk-trait

model remained the same. Although these analyses do not speak

directly to gender and age effects in our data, we take them to indi-

cate that our overall conclusion from the CFA holds even when taking

gender and age into account. Future research using a similar approach

should take into account that a large number of observations are

needed to draw solid conclusions about effects of gender and age.

Similarly, a possible corollary of the contamination hypothesis is

that self-report and behavioral measures of risk preference show high

(er) correlations for individuals with high cognitive ability because, for

them, the cognitive demands of behavioral tasks do not mask their

underlying risk preference. This intriguing possibility also needs to be

examined using a dataset with more statistical power. An additional

corollary (but not mutually exclusive) concerns measurement error.

One would assume that low levels of cognitive abilities would lead to

an increase in measurement error; if participants do not feel confident

in solving the problem at hand, it makes sense that they would exhibit

more variation in attention and focus. Had we included duplicate elici-

tations of our measures, we could have pinpointed the role of

measurement error in more detail (see, e.g., Gillen, Snowberg, &

Yariv, 2019).
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Another limitations is that we used only hypothetical gambling

tasks; participants were not incentivized to win real money. It has

been shown that participants at times behave differently when

real money are at stake (for a review, see Kühberger, Schulte-

Mecklenbeck, & Perner, 2002). However, the literature favoring real-

stakes situations does not generally report very large differences

between hypothesized and real-stakes situation. Most importantly,

when there are documented differences in effects, they are quantita-

tive in nature (Kühberger et al., 2002). Indeed, our results do not seem

to differ from studies that have used incentivized tasks (Frey et al.,

2017; Pedroni et al., 2017).

Finally, this study is also limited in regard to presenting a correct

model of the data. Although the absolute fit of the CFA was sufficient

to conduct model comparisons, the variance explained by the models

were low, suggesting that data may be better explained by models

that we did not test. However, the low explained variance can also be

a result of the notion that there seem to be an overall low reliability

and low correlations between measures in the field of psychology;

models will not improve their explanatory power as long as we fill

them with large amounts of noise. The contamination hypothesis may

still be the best model, but it needs to be specified using a selected

number of DVs that have high convergent validity and reliability.

Although our study involves additional variables and a slightly differ-

ent focus, it should be noted that the contamination hypothesis

model is consistent with the proposed psychometric model of

Frey et al. (2017).

4.4 | Conclusions and implications

These results open up for the possibility that many of the RRPs define

relatively advanced demands on people's ability to process and under-

stand numbers and abstractions such as “probability,” rather than risk

preferences per se. This is likely to be especially true when (as we do

here) we consider a more general population than the default one of

university undergraduates, which may be lower in education, general

intelligence, and numeracy. SRPs may provide a more valid measure

of risk attitude. This conclusion might appear surprising given the long

tradition of “put-your-money-where-your-mouth is” ethos in eco-

nomic theory, which would appear to assign more validity to actual

behavior in real lottery decisions. Our results, along with the recent

literature, suggest that RRPs should be applied with great caution until

they are better understood.
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APPENDIX A: | Network analysis using different correlation

matrices

First, we tested if using Pearson's correlation coefficient (r) would

have an effect on the community structure (using correlations with

evidence BF > 10). As illustrated in Figure A1, the same three commu-

nities as in the main results were detected (modularity of Q = .335):

(a) personality measures capturing impulsiveness and individual well-

being, (b) stated risk preferences together with a group of personality

measures, and (c) cognitive abilities together with revealed risk

preferences. Second, we tested if lowering the threshold to including

rank-based correlations (i.e., Kendall's tau) with BF > 3 would have

an effect on the community structure. As illustrated in Figure A2,

the same three communities were again detected (modularity of Q =

.333).

F IGURE A1 Visualization of the relational network where lines constitute links that are constituted by correlations (Pearson's correlations
with BF > 10) and nodes (dependent variables [DVs]) are constituted by dots. Size of lines increase dependent on the strength of the correlation.
Node size is dependent on how many links are connected to the node: Increased number of connections results in an increased node size. Colors
mark the three detected communities (Pink = DVs from measures of revealed risk preference and cognitive ability; Green = dominantly DVs from
measures of stated risk preference and personality; Orange = dominantly DVs from measures of impulsivity and well-being). A complete list of
abbreviations is provided in Tables 1 and 2. DVs not evident in the figure did not correlate with other DVs [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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APPENDIX B: | List of dependent variables included in the

confirmatory factor analysis

Table B1 provide the list of dependent variables that were included in

the confirmatory factor analysis testing of the three competing

hypotheses. Note that the following dependent variables were

derived from aggregating the submeasures to an overall mean score

for each participant: RPS, LTM, CF, REI 5, REI 6, and BIS.

F IGURE A2 Visualization of
the relational network where
lines constitute links that are
constituted by correlations (Tau
correlations with BF > 3) and
nodes (dependent variables
[DVs]) are constituted by dots.
Size of lines increases dependent
on the strength of the correlation.
Node size is dependent on how
many links are connected to the
node: Increased number of
connections results in an
increased node size. Colors mark
the three detected communities
(Pink = DVs from measures of
revealed risk preference and
cognitive ability; Green =
dominantly DVs from measures
of stated risk preference and
personality; Orange = dominantly
DVs from measures of impulsivity
and well-being). A complete list of
abbreviations is provided in
Tables 1 and 2. DVs not evident
in the figure did not correlate
with other DVs [Colour figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.
com]

TABLE B1 List of DVs included in the confirmatory factor analysis (CFA), detailing the type of test (behavioral or self-report), name of the
test, aim of the test, and how the measure is abbreviated in the figures

Types of test Test name Aimed to measure Abbreviation

RRP Cups Task Proportion of risky choices RRP 1

RRP Discounting Intertemporal risk attitude RRP 2

RRP Iowa Gambling Task Adaptive risk-taking RRP 3

RRP Loss Aversion Task Attitudes for negative risky prospects RRP 4

RRP WTP Task Attitude to risky prospects RRP 5

RRP Wakker Test Utility function for risky prospect RRP 6

RRP Wakker Test Probability function for risky prospects RRP 7

SRP Risk Propensity Scale Overall risk attitude SRP-M

Self-report SNS Subjective numeracy SNS

Behavioral ANS Test Acuity of mental number line ANS

Behavioral ANT Objective numeracy ANT

Behavioral Base Rate Test Probabilistic reasoning BRT

Behavioral Inspection-Time Test Mental and perceptual speed IIT

Behavioral Lipkus Numeracy NL

(Continues)
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TABLE B1 (Continued)

Types of test Test name Aimed to measure Abbreviation

Behavioral LTM Test Overall memory LTM

Behavioral Mouselab Information search IS

Behavioral Raven's Matrices IQ IQ

Behavioral Syllogism Test Reasoning confidence ST

Behavioral WM Test Working memory capacity WMT

Behavioral Expected Value Task Knowledge about EV EVT

Behavioral Transitivity Test Transitive ability TT

Behavioral Wechsler Memory Scale Verbal memory WMS

Behavioral Conjunction Fallacy Test Probabilistic operations CF

Self-report Life Orientation Test Pessimistic and optimistic attitudes LOT

Self-report Self-Esteem Test Self-esteem SE

Self-report SWB Test Subjective well-being SWB

Self-report SC Test Social network SN

Self-report PS Test Perceived stress PS

Self-report Big-5 Test Conscientiousness BIG 1

Self-report Big-5 Test Stability BIG 2

Self-report Big-5 Test Agreeableness BIG 3

Self-report Big-5 Test Openness BIG 4

Self-report Big-5 Test Extraversion BIG 5

Self-report Rational Experiential Inventory Experiential overall REI-E

Self-report Rational Experiential Inventory Rational overall REI-R

Self-report Baratt Impulsiveness Scale Overall impulsiveness BIS

Self-report Cognitive Failure Questionnaire Perceived cognitive ability CFQ
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